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Conduits to the Slab, Mantle, and Crust

Studies at the Interface of
Petrology/Volcanology & Geophysics

• Geochemical sensors of slab fluids/conditions
• Wedge structure/melting and connections to volcanoes
• Links between crustal structure and magmatism
• Magma storage, eruption timescales and dynamics

(Many of these are examples from work related to the successful MARGINS program)
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H2O/Ce estimates of slab fluids after the mantle correction (as in Figure 5) for individual volcanoes
Figure
rc. Vertical lines illustrate the entire range for each arc. The order of the volcanoes in each
arc (from8.
high H2O/Ce ratios of primitive arc-front magmas
w H2O/Ce) are consistent with the numbering scheme in Figure 5. Filled symbols represent
averages of 2slab thermal parameter (F). Symbols as
as athefunction
Equivalent temperatures for 4 GPa, calculated from the H2O/Ce thermometer from Plank et al. [2009]
in Figure 1. Temperatures corresponding to the H2O/Ce
ation (1), are shown as horizontal lines in the plot corresponding to the right y axis.

Michael, 1995; Dixon et al., 2002;
t al., 2006], arc magmas have undecontents up to 7 wt% [Wallace, 2005;
l., 2010; Auer et al., 2009]. The highest
O/Ce ratios are in the Tonga, the Lesser
icaragua, and Mariana arcs (H2O/Ce
8,000); Kamchatka and the Aleutians
mediate ratios (!2,000 to 3,000); and
atemala, Costa Rica, and Cascadia have
atios (!1,000 to 1,500). The large range
is due to variations in both H2O and

• H O/Ce may sense slab
surface temp

geothermometer at 3.5–4.5 GPa (equation (2) in text) are
shown on the right-hand axis. The shaded region highso the estimates of slab fluid temperature for these
ratioslike
found
in mid-oceanfluids
ridge
range inare
H2O/Ce
Slabthe
“fluids”
more
solute-rich
volcanoes are highly uncertain. •lights
basalts (MORB) and
ocean-island
basalts (OIB). The thick
[27] We obtain a wide range in H2O/Ce in global
or
hydrous
melts
black
curve
slab fluids (Figure 7). This agrees with
prior
esti- shows the Kendall-Thiel line and the corremates in the literature, which are typically
based on
sponding
equation is given in the upper left (along with
inverting trace element and isotopic compositions
upper
and are
lowerassociated
confidence limits
the slope). with
•the
Hot
slabs
withofmagmas
to solve for mantle melting, mixing
and source

muted subduction signatures

(Figure 8). For example, estimated slab fluids
beneath the Mariana and Lau back-arc
have
[
15basins
]
Regional
variability observed in other Central
H2O/Ce of !2,000 and 10,000, respectively [Stolper
American
and Newman, 1994; Bézos et al., 2009].
Slab fluidstrace element ratios, particularly in Ba/La

Wedge structure/melting and
connections to volcanoes
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• Melt thermobarometry of arc magmas
reveals depths of melting
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• Petrological constraints are
consistent with seismic attenuation and
velocity models

Wedge structure/melting and
connections to volcanoes
C.R. Wilson et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 401 (2014) 261–274
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• Arc volcanoes
require a mechanism
to concentrate melts
at a single locus

• New models including
compaction pressure
effects provide ways to
focus fluids and melts
through the wedge

Wilson et al., 2014

ter contents of the mantle beneath backarc basins16. In what follows,
refer to such H2O concentrations as ‘‘anhydrous’’ to distinguish them
m the hydrous melts that are much more abundant in the wedge.
It is generally accepted that hydrous melting pervades the mantle
dge, but it has been suggested that the arc front is located somewhere

depth to the ‘nose’ of the solidus beneath the arc. This argument,
expanded in the Supplementary Information, shows that the ratio of
these two quantities controls the efficiency of thermal erosion:

Wedge structure/melting and
MLh
connections to volcanoes
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ure 4 | A sketch of the process that determines the position of volcanoes.
e top of the slab is indicated by the diagonal line starting at the origin. The
ck line separating the blue and yellow-to-red colours within the wedge
resents the water-saturated solidus of the mantle, the cross-hatched region is
ove the nominally anhydrous solidus of ambient mantle. a, The distribution
emperature and melting without heat transport by migrating melt. Grey and
ck arrows show melt formed above the water-saturated and anhydrous
idi, respectively, rising, then travelling through high-porosity channels to the
ses’ of the solidi. b, A schematic depiction of how melt transport, indicated
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by arrows, would modify the distribution in a. Magma rising from the ‘nose’ of
the dry solidus heats the region immediately above, deflecting upwards the dry
and wet solidi so that they both reach their shallowest depth in the same
horizontal location. Each type of melt travels laterally and upward along its
respective solidus towards this location. Melts eventually penetrate the
lithosphere by hydrofracture and dyking. In the case of low permeability in the
wedge, advection of melt by the moving mantle can cause the trajectories to
deviate horizontally23: this process could affect the details of the sketch.

• If hot melts can be focused in the wedge,
they can thermally erode a pathway to the surface

• Such a process may control the position of the arc volcanic front
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ANNEN et al.

DEEP CRUSTAL HOT ZONES

Links between Crustal Structure and Magmatism
Annen et al., 2006

• Continuous delivery of mafic
magma into the lower arc crust may
create “hot zones”
• Locations of both basalt
crystallization and partial
melting of pre-existing
crustal rocks
• One mechanism to create
intermediate to silicic magma
compositions

Fig. 1. Conceptual representation of a hot zone (not to scale). Sills of mantle-derived basaltic magma are injected at a variety of depths, inc

B05104

KODAIRA ET AL.: VARIABLE GROWTH OF CRUST IN THE IZU ARC

Kodaira et al., 2007

• Seismic structure of arc crust
B05104
varies along strike (IBM)
• Volcano composition
correlates with thickness of
the middle crust
• Silicic volcanoes overlie
thin middle crust;
mafic volcanoes overlie thick
middle crust
B05104

Figure 8

KODAIRA ET AL.: VARIABLE GROWTH OF CRUST IN THE IZU ARC
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Links between Crustal Structure and Magmatism

Olivine-melt inclusion
vapor-sat. depths

Magma Storage, Eruption Timescales and Dynamics

Coincidence in:

InSAR
Inflation Source

EQ

• geodetic inflation source
• depth of earthquakes
• melt inclusion trapping depths
Zimmer et al (2010) JPet
and Zimmer thesis (2009)
InSAR Interferogram 1993-1995
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Magma Storage, Eruption Timescales and Dynamics
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• Zonation profiles in phenocrysts
can give magmatic ascent times
from mantle to eruption
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• Study of Irazú (Costa Rica) shows
ascent and recharge from the
mantle on months/years time scale

Eastern Pacific Holocene Volcanoes
GeoMapApp and GMRT synthesis
basemap of Ryan et al. (2009)
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E. Pacific volcanoes by primary rock composition

Black = basalt
Gray = Andesite
Pink = Dacite
Red = Rhyolite

Eastern Pacific Holocene Volcanoes
GeoMapApp and GMRT synthesis
basemap of Ryan et al. (2009)
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E. Pacific volcanoes with recent (last 5-15 yr) satellite
deformation and emissions observations

Purple = InSAR

DECADE - Deep Earth Carbon Degassing Network

Scope
• Builds on existing NOVAC SO2 network (24 volcanoes) C. & S. America
• Addition of MultiGas instruments (CO2, H2S, CO, others)
• Promotes new instrumentation/method development, data processing
• Highly collaborative: universities, observatories, agencies
• International: 11 nations participating in science team
• Building a platform for global volcano network for the future
• Emissions database connected to existing volcanic activity/chemistry databases
(GVP/IEDA/MAGA)

Science

• Improve current global volcanic CO2 flux estimates dramatically
• Constrain sources (gas, fluid, magma) of volcanic seismicity
• New methods to improve abilities to forecast volcanic eruptions
• Provide means for correlating volcanic unrest with tectonic earthquakes

